Established in 2009, the Digital Media Hub in the School of Engineering and Digital Arts (EDA) is your pathway to accessing advanced digital technology, creative and technical expertise. Our talented undergraduate digital media students and highly competent postgraduate computer animation/digital visual effects/mobile application development students are able to provide a wide range of services.

Areas of expertise include:

- 3D modelling and 3D animation
- User experience design and research
- Digital photography
- Digital visual effects and compositing
- Motion graphics
- Graphic design and illustration
- Promotional and e-learning applications
- Web/mobile applications design and development

The Digital Media Hub provides a professional service to suit your requirements and budget.

EDA's Digital Media Hub exists:

- as an opportunity to address the employability needs of our digital media students offering them the chance to gain real-world commercial experience working on client projects
- as an opportunity for local industry to gain access to the knowledge and creativity of our digital media talent pool
- as a creative design service for students, staff, Schools/Departments at Kent

Recent client projects have included, Insurance Institute of Mid Kent, Worldwide Fruit, Eliot Modern Gallery, Kent German Network, Kent Sport and NHS.

To discuss your project please contact: eda-enterprise@kent.ac.uk or telephone 01227 824586 or 823251.

A client recommendation

“Holly and Alejandro present themselves as very driven and competent students, and have been involved in the transformation work that we are doing with the Royal College of Psychiatrists in London. With minimal guidance and supervision, Holly has overseen the production of our new potential website which will now be used across HEKSS and the recruitment videos that we are currently recording will possibly be used across the nation to enhance recruitment in Psychiatry as part of our multi-channel recruitment engagement strategy”

Dr Chidi Uwadoka
Specialist Registrar in Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Kent and Medway Partnership Trust